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CREATING DIGITAL
BUSINESS

Who are we?

In late 2015, the Hungarian Government created the Digital Success Programme—based on the results of the national consultation on digital developments, InternetKon—which affects the entire Hungarian digital ecosystem. The aim of the Programme is to involve every citizen and business in Hungary and to collectively benefit from digital transformation.

Within the framework of the Program, the Digital Export Development Strategy was developed, alongside numerous other strategies, to improve the export conditions of IT businesses. The Government defined the main objective of the strategy as the intensive increase in the export of high value-added digital solutions.

How do we work?

One of the key tools in realizing the goals of the strategy is the Hyper system operated by Digital Export Development Centre. This online platform supports the collection and evaluation of demand and supply data related to selected high potential digital solutions and can be used to explore business opportunities. Following an evaluation of digital products and services based on a thorough set of legal, financial and technical criteria, the system maintains a register of

- Hungarian businesses capable of providing products/services appropriate to the considerations outlined in the Digital Export Development Strategy (supply side),
- the destination countries and markets which can serve as market outlets for the domestic digital solutions (demand side).

Subsequent to the successful conclusion of the validation process, dedicated mentors continuously provide personalized mentoring (personal consultations, consultancy, defining programmes tailored to companies, event-related information, target market analyses, resource maps, seeking out target market partners, etc.) to support the companies that wish to be present in export markets.

The range of companies joining the Program is continuously expanding along with the number of contacts and instances of cooperation with organisations. The companies we are in contact with pursue activities in numerous fields of digitalisation, including: fintech, edutech, medtech, proptech, smart city solutions, govtech, software development, VR solutions, agrotech, industry 4.0. and blockchain.
GROWBERRY // AGRO-INNO KFT.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
Hydroponics-based growing systems, capable of cultivating premium herbs, spices, fruits and vegetables in the highest quality. Processes are fully automated, providing the most optimal light, weather, water and nutrient conditions to tackle unprecedented weather phenomenons, seasonality, infections and pests in a closed atmosphere in order to maximize yields and quality.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Plant factory, Research lab, Employer branding.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/ COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
• Unique modular and scalable design
• Standalone outsourced research service
• End-to-end service package
• Competitive price
• Continuous technological development
• Production management advisory

www.thegrowberry.com
RECASHTM

SHORT INTRODUCTION
The supracompetitor marketing tool.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
RECASh is a mobile application, a cashback system that uses banking data to help businesses grow by attracting new customers directly from their competitors.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Partners: Recash brings the customers to our partners directly from the competitors by using banking data
Users: After downloading the app, the users are able to give permission to obtain their transaction data by one click. RECAsh doesn’t require any personal or bank card data from the users. Besides paying with their bank cards as usual USERS HAVE LITERALLY NOTHING ELSE TO DO. (No loyalty cards, qr codes or coupons.)

https://recash.app
AVIBIKE KFT. (AVIBIKE LTD.)

SHORT INTRODUCTION
Under the BLOCK brand name, AviBike Ltd. offers the most secure public bicycle storage and charging solutions for high-value bicycles, especially eBikes.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Smart bicycle rack stations in a HaaS business model.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/ COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
BLOCK’s revolutionary rack design enables an unmatched 3-point bicycle locking with one simple motion (both wheels and frame). Users also interact with the BLOCK App, where they can initiate, stop and monitor their parking.
BLACKBELT TECHNOLOGY

SHORT INTRODUCTION
We utilize our low-coding platforms, replacing the majority of traditional programming (e.g. hand-coding) activities done by human developers with software robotics (automated programming) in a model where human developers only need to do critical tasks. Utilizing our technology and senior team we can reach dramatic cut of the time and effort needed for development and highly improved time-to-market for clients.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Rapid Application Development, Prototyping
Software Development Outsourcing.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Low code platform
Build-Operate-Transfer
Senior team experienced in business-critical projects
Rapid prototyping and fast software development
Offering your turnkey development centre in Budapest

www.blackbelt.hu
BLUE COLIBRI INTERNATIONAL LTD.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
Blue Colibri’s mobile platform supports internal communication and engagement, for those large scale businesses that aim to effectively involve their employees in a community. The platform provides a solution for reaching and gathering answers from dispersed teams without computer workstations or email addresses. Colleagues will be able to read the latest news anywhere, chat, give feedback and organize events.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Internal communication & employee engagement software/mobile app.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
• Easy, fast, ready-to-use software solution: companies do not need to develop their own software.
• Employees can use the software on their own mobile devices.
• 1 platform with the mix of HR and internal communication solutions.
• The software can be integrated with existing systems.
• As HR experts we form our system to help companies engage their employees.
• We are developing new solutions based on the needs.

https://bluecolibriapp.com/
BLUEOPES ZRT.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
Blueopes is an EU-based IT development company, which provides customized, intelligent / highly automated and cost efficient investment platform focused on Socially Responsible Investing to Banks, Asset Management firms and Financial Advisors.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
The Product is the perfect solution for wealth management companies, banks and financial advisors, who would like to provide services to their clients in the world of Socially Responsible Investing. It is optimized to make Advisors’ work easier and more efficient on desktop and tablet. The system is accessible anywhere with most web browsers.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Cost efficiency. You can almost instantly lower your costs by using Blueopes automated investment solution, which is never ill, never goes to holiday, not biased and works 24/7.
Client Satisfaction. By optimizing risks and understanding your clients’ risk aversity better combined with reflecting to their personal value preferences you’ll have a great chance to raise satisfaction to levels not seen before.
Participating in the fastest growing market segment. Socially Responsible Investing popularity is growing at an exponential rate among the wealthy clients especially the younger generations who will soon inherit 25 trillion in wealth worldwide.
Alpha Potential. With sophisticated tools like thorough ESG research and Factor Investing your chances to provide alpha return more consistently to your clients will rise dramatically.
CENTIPEDE LABS LTD.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
We are developing CT segmentation algorithm which able to create anatomical 3D models for Medical 3D printing, furthermore bone grafting and implantation surgical planning.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
The two market leading solutions are the followings:
1. 3D systems
2. Materialise

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/ COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
1. SaaS: based on raw CT records, we can provide 3D models or segmented CT records, which could be integrated to medical softwares for further utilization
2. License: our solution could be implemented in the local infrastructure, or we can provide our selfservice web platform to give full access to the customer. As an additional scenario, we are also open for making an exit by selling our solution to a big medical company

https://centipedelabs.com/
SHORT INTRODUCTION
The objective of ClodeCluster is simply – we’d like to establish and scale up startups that will make people’s lives easier. Startups we manage and support must meet the following three requirements: they must be usable, useful and safe. If we show respect to users, they’ll choose us eventually. CodeCluster was established to support small startups and enthusiasts with great ideas to reach their goals and implement their vision. Our developer team, which has an extensive knowledge of the field, is constantly improving and growing.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Webservice and startup studio.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Our professional team of developers provide you with comprehensive assistance from planning to implementation. We act as proactive partners, respect your users, and focus on usability and profitability at the same time.

https://codecluster.io/
SHORT INTRODUCTION
Qulto® is the essence of our two-decade expertise gained in the field of cultural heritage and knowledge management IT. We unify our cultural and science related software, hardware and content solutions (named as ‘cultware’) under this brand, which together make up a coherent whole. The name Qulto® also indicates the philosophy we owe our success to: we think in openness, networks and cooperation.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Collection Management Platform for Cultural Heritage and Knowledge Management Institutions
Custom software development

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/ COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
• Sync your data management system in real time to your open catalogue, web services or digital exhibits in the physical space.
• One integrated cloud based system for all cultural heritage organisations (libraries, museums, local history collections) that fits into the smart city approach.
• Harmonising your existing datasets with international library and museum standards, in order to serve your visitors better and faster.

CULTWARE KFT.

INNOVATION
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCT TYPING
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
INSURTECH
UNIQUE SOLUTIONS
INTERNATIONAL
ROBOTIZED PROCESSES
E-COMMERCE
AUTOMATED
CHATBOT
TECHNOLOGIES
MACHINE LEARNING
IT RESPONSES
CONTINUOUS GROWTH
STARTUPS
INDUSTRY 4.0 IMPROVEMENT

www.qulto.eu
D-TAG

SHORT INTRODUCTION
D-TAG is a Hungarian company that specializes in Big Data & Social Media text Analytics. Our proprietary SMAP Platform utilizes sophisticated implementation of AI technology, particularly market-leading Natural Language Processing (NLP), to extract value from the noise across large unstructured data sets in multiple languages, sources, and time intervals to address many multi-industry use cases.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Big Data and Social Media Analytics reporting, consulting, and platform services.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/ COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
• Market-leading text analytics technology with higher accuracy and capability than that of local/regional competitors
• Wide, global network of scarce social media analytics experts
• International price competitiveness without sacrificing quality
• Tailored solutions for clients, instead of one-size-fits all models
• Wide network of global research, development, business partners
• Diverse, multinational management board

www.ditag.eu
DO3D INNOVATIONS KFT.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
Delivering complete digital workflow for dentistry.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
VOXELTEK FLOW digital dental system.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Covering all steps of the digital workflow with one powerful system (3d scanner, 3d printer, post-processing and UV-curing) at a very accessible price point.
SHORT INTRODUCTION
SCN4ALL is a cardiovascular health screening tele-diagnostic system that reforms chronic care management of various patient groups on a population level.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
SCN4ALL is the combination of a pocket-size medical diagnostic tool; a smartphone app and a cloud computing algorithm. This pulsewave analysis based mHealth solution used for: cardiovascular prevention, daily monitoring, data registration in acute situations, trend monitoring + analysis PLUS a tool to collect medical big data.
Patients: only 2 minutes daily, no pain, from home.
Doctor/hospital gets 30+ relevant cardiovascular data from every patient instantly. Closer follow up reduces the number of unnecessary office visits.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
SCN4ALL calculates more than 30+, relevant cardiovascular parameters, more than any of the competitors. This number is growing as with R&D we continuously find and discover new relevant parameters. Unlike our competitors, we are cloud computing the measured data. With SCN4ALL it is possible to create demographic databases for further analysis. Simple and compact size hardware for ease-of-use.
ENTEL ENGINEERING RESEARCH AND CONSULTING LTD.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
Budapest-based privately owned Entel Engineering Research and Consulting Ltd. was founded in 1990 and offers engineering services.
Our Acoustic Consultancy business unit offers engineering services to international and national clients.
The R&D and innovation business unit develops media technology products and markets them in more than 55 countries worldwide.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Acoustical design, planning and consultancy.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Quality of service, price point.

https://entel.hu/en/
FIT-PRO LTD.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
Fit-Pro Ltd. develops and manufactures the E-Fit Whole Body Electrical Muscle Stimulation (WB-EMS) products and distributes them worldwide for 10 years.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Electrical Muscle Stimulation (EMS) Solutions (device + know-how).

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/ COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
EMS is a highly effective + time efficient (only 20 minutes), intensive, but joint-friendly whole-body training method, that helps effectively in: weight loss, strengthening, muscle building, increasing stamina & speed, building endurance, increasing metabolism, skin tightening, pain relief…

E-Fit is one of the first, market leading whole-body EMS manufacturer (made in EU) with more than 10 years of experience. The E-Fit brand is already available and well-known in more than 55 countries all around the world.

The biggest USPs are the quality, customer oriented solutions, patented safety features and continuous innovations.

www.e-fit.com
GALLAIDESIGN LTD. – KUUBE

SHORT INTRODUCTION
Design and manufacture of smart street furniture.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Design, manufacture and complete operation of renewable smart street furniture.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
100% hungarian designed and manufactured products made of aluminum and tempered glass. High quality, long life.

https://kuube.hu/en/
SHORT INTRODUCTION
Since 2006, Grape has been developing unique business applications for its Hungarian and international customers. In our more than 10 years of career, we have provided valuable and reliable responses to the very diverse IT development needs of many industries. Our mission is to help our customers digitize their business and the accompanying transformation processes with a wide range of high-quality technology solutions.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Custom software development, chatbots, RPA, IoT, BI, Machine Learning.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
• Proven track record in trending technologies, such as Machine Learning, AI, robotized processes, automated chatbots, real-time decisioning engines
• Experience in building business solutions over legacy systems, multiplying operational speed, efficiency and reducing response times dramatically
• Reliable, continuously growing company since 2006
• 91% customer reorder rate
GRID ENTERTAINMENT KFT.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
We create hyper reality VR games, where the video game world is mapped onto the physical space. It's an immersive virtual reality experience players can touch and feel.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Hyperreality escape room.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/ COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
With our technology, we can create AAA quality games at a very low price. This enables us to build a super scalable business and provide the most immersive experience as well.
SHORT INTRODUCTION
Our patented, award-winning innovation, HeatTANK is a unique and innovative solution for optimizing cooling process and effectively complete or replace conventional compressor-based air conditioners. Our product uses environmental-friendly, bio-based phase change materials (PCM) for storing and releasing large amount of cold and heat. According to measured data we could save 30-50% cooling cost reduction with less than 5 years ROI.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
HeatTank saves 30-50% energy of cooling systems, while ensuring operation safety.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Increased operation security, fill out the restart period of the cooling system after a blackout, higher certification level, reduce the CO2 emission, using the electricity tariff difference, using demand response, balance the energy needs, peak performance management 90% smaller than the water storage, cheaper than the other phase change storages, remote control and data analysis, no maintenance needed, environmental friendly materials, atmospheric storage, not pressure vessel.
INTERMAP

SHORT INTRODUCTION
InterMap is a company founded to develop cutting-edge hardware and software products in the GIS and mapping industry. Our newest product, GeoMeter 3D is designed to make mapping easier and more efficient. Since it is a mapping device based fully on machine vision and AI, there is no need for a LiDar scanner, so we developed a PhoDar referring to Photogrammetrical Detection and Ranging. Our clients are organizations, local governments, and infrastructure companies, who need to manage, and plan their infrastructure daily, detect errors, and keep track of their assets, not only in 2, but 3D. Besides developing hardware, we also provide our own GIS and data visualization software, ForteMap, which has multiple modules, fitted to visualize, analyze, and store the 3D point cloud data generated with GeoMeter. It is able to detect objects, which were trained before, and place them on a GIS environment with a very high accuracy, manage assets, and map based data of smart cities and infrastructures. #mappingmadeeasier

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
GeoMeter, ForteMap

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/ COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
We use AI and machine vision in our mapping device, GeoMeter and in our own GIS platform ForteMap, making error detection, infrastructure and asset management easier, and cost efficient.
INTERTON LTD.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
Founded in 1990, INTERTON Group designs, implements and maintains audio, lighting, staging, visual and control systems, and distributes AV products from leading manufacturers. INTERTON Group develops and manufactures its own audio-visual equipment under the IVS brand name, and creates and manages digital content ecosystems.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Audio, lighting, staging, visual, control systems and AV system integration.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Thirty years of experience in audiovisual system integration, using cutting edge technology, leading audiovisual brands and applying our patents and intellectual properties. All these ensure the highest quality and support for our customers.

www.intertongroup.com
IT-CO HUNGARY KFT.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
Software development company. Main product: ER system for courier companies.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Packageez software

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Cover all work-flows in courier companies, easy to implement without coding, high level client UX.
LOMBIQ TECHNOLOGIES LTD.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
Lombiq is a web software company working with open Microsoft technologies. Our clients include Live Nation Clubs and Theaters, the Smithsonian Institution and Microsoft itself.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Our main area of expertise is the widely used Orchard web content management system. We provide custom development, training, hosting and consulting services.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
World-wide market leader in Orchard integrations with experience in every aspect of working with and hosting Orchard.

https://lombiq.com
EXAME

SHORT INTRODUCTION
ExaMe is a marketplace for exam preparation materials, optimized for smartphones. Our purpose is to provide simple, effective and fast preparation with modern technology for a wide range of students both in High Schools and Universities.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Developing a webapplication where publishers can upload their finals preparation textbooks easily. In addition they can provide word cards and exercises attached to the material. The software then automatically optimizes the materials for smartphones. With these „preparation-packs“ high school students can comprehensively prepare for their final exams using only the mobile application. Later the uni-students and lecturers can also upload and share prep-packs for university exams.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/ COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Thanks to the publishers we offer quality and well-known materials. Due to the openness we can provide a wide-range of preparation-packs for the students. Minimal transaction cost for publishers to launch on a new platform. The users gained during high school mean a great advantage in the University.

http://exame.me/
MORTOFF LTD.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
Mortoff is one of the acknowledged IT consulting and service provider companies in Hungary. Our aim is to operate as a preferred partner among multinational enterprises with the result of the complexity of Mortoff’s services, innovative approach and outstanding quality. Our activities vary from consulting work through software development and testing to complete project management, from small to big projects, from business dilemmas to IT solutions.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Software development, Software testing, Business Intelligence, RPA

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/ COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
We provide complex business and IT solutions, that increases our Clients business potential on the long term.

https://mortoff.hu/en/
NETIS INFORMATICS LTD.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
NETIS is a technology company offering B2B software development/system integration/technology support (including infrastructure and security) consultancy services. Core sector is healthcare, transport, manufacturing and various public services. NETIS is also active in research and development projects as well as developing our own products (software products).

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
ALSAD (Automated LifeStyle ADvice) Healthcare Solution

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
ALSAD (AI-supported digital health application) has an unique feature of manual and automatic menu plan generation, based on health data of the individual patient with the support of the user’s health provider, while another unique feature is the particular support subsystem for patients with kidney failure (dialysis) which both represent an outstanding and unique value.
PARKL DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES

SHORT INTRODUCTION
PARKL is a digital platform which integrates parking and e-mobility services in a single system and optimizes the utilization of these capacities. The Parkl app integrates the whole parking and e-charging process from searching for parking places to paying. All e-charging device with OCPP protocol can be integrated into the Parkl system, thus offering a wide range of e-charging products.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Mobile application, Digital parking solutions, E-mobility solutions

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Predictable city parking both on- and off-street
Easy-to-use electric charging management
Quick and safe cashless payment
21. century smart city experience
We digitalize existing parking systems with a self-developed IoT device, so drivers can park at otherwise hidden parking capacities such as the unused spaces in hotels, offices, apartments and carparks.

https://parkl.net/
POLYNET LTD.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
At PolyNet we are focusing on a very specific segment of telecommunication by developing, manufacturing and implementing network synchronization systems and providing services, like synchronization audit measurements, synchronization planning, optimization, training and consultancy. As equipment manufacturer PolyNet produces time sources such as IEEE1588 PTP Grandmaster, NTP Server, and measuring instruments for synchronization networks.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Rubidium atomic clocks for network synchronization, network audit, sync measurements, training services.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Flexibility, unique developments for special client needs, high capacity clocks.
SAFECROSSING KFT.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
SafeXOne - visible safety. The system senses people will cross the road and alerts drivers with flashing and illuminate pedestrians steps by emitting light beam above the roadway.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
4 columns with pedestrian detector, flashlights and light beam emitters. The columns are wireless networked and can communicate to the server using GSM connection.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Easy, fast and non-destructive installation, remote monitoring.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
The RECnGO application is a professional community platform that distributes live broadcasts, and the Multi-Rig is a physical tool for creating better quality content. The RECnGO smartphone application has been specifically designed to help users who handle live broadcasting to overcome classic, so live broadcasting itself can become as professional and as enjoyable as possible.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Streaming application; The Multi-Rig Phone Holder.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
RECnGO is a professional video community distribution platform for Y and Z generation.
To achieve its goal, RECnGO has developed a toolkit (software + hardware) that uniquely supports the production and distribution of quality video UGC content or even branded video UGC content.
RECnGO just establishes a global professional community of freelancers producing current, quality and live content.

https://recngo.hu/index.php#home
SEACON EUROPE LTD.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
As R&D intensive SME Seacon Europe specializes in business intelligence, software development, consulting, and project management. Seacon Europe is leading in innovative solutions based on software development, consulting, data management/processing, system integration, management information systems, business solutions and data warehouses/business intelligence.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
SeaLog – Seacon Digital Tracking (IoT, Industry 4.0)
I4Log – Industry 4.0: Digital Manufacturing/Robotics/IoT
SeaFleet – Seacon Vehicle Fleet Handling/Controlling
Virgis – Map-based Business Analysis

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Data processing and data security in digitization
• I4Log - Industry 4.0 Solution for digitization
• Digital Tracking
Fleet management, controlling and operation support
We are leading in innovative solutions based on
• Information and Data Security
• Customized Software Development
• Decision Support Solutions
WEB Development and Online Marketing
SIXIDE WAVE
KFT.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
SIXIDE is a technology provider focused on browser-based 3D advertising solutions. They develop a scalable platform enabling their partners to build, host and measure interactive and/or playable 3D banners.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Interactive, 3D advertising solution

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Up to 3 times higher conversion with the same creatives. Built-in editor running in browser with the use of pre-defined templates. Partners can still use their ordinary adserver providers. Windows, Android, iOS platforms. Responsivity, orientation detection (use of mobile sensors), static and dynamic surfaces (text, image, video and fillable forms).

https://sixide.com
SMARTDEPOSIT ZRT.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
Online contract writing, digital signature with remote authentication, deposit handing.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
A platform for companies looking to sign online contracts without personal ubiety. Its fast, independent to any location. The digital signature is handwritten strong. The deposit is in an escrow account, its holds the money during the process.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
We charge transactions fee from every deposit on our platform, 5-10% of the deposit. We charge platform fee from the partner companies too. Its a small 40 Eur fee.

https://www.smartdeposit.io
VIVELAB ERGO

SHORT INTRODUCTION
Our mission is to help optimize workplaces and workflows to reduce work cycle time and increase the level of occupational safety and health at the same time. That’s why we developed ViveLab Ergo.
We developed a cloud-based ergonomic software, called ViveLab Ergo, for modeling, analyzing human beings, machines and robots moving in a 3D space.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
We can provide online or onsite support action plans for the workplace improvement.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/ COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
• With this software-as-a-service solution is easy to create an optimal environment and workflow at existing workplaces.
• Cloud-based,
• 7 built-in ergonomic analyzes: RULA, OWAS, NASA-OBI, ISO 11226, EN 1005-4, reachability zone, spaghetti diagram
• Human anthropometric data bank,
• Collaborative,
• Xsens Motion Capture system.

https://www.vivelab.cloud/
WATERSCOPE INTERNATIONAL INC.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
WaterScope International Inc. developed an automated, flow-through, volumetric water monitoring device that is capable of detecting, classifying and counting taxon of algae and other microorganisms. The system not only detects appearance of toxic algae in time, but ensures continuous monitoring as well and is ready to launch early warning signal should tendencies in water change.

In order to comply with different water monitoring legislations and local regulations, laboratories today perform time consuming, manual water sample analysis. Using WaterScope’s innovative solution these traditional methods can be simplified and speeded up with improved rate of accuracy.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Online, continuous, optionally onsite, AI-aided monitoring of water bodies’ algae and worm content.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/ COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Realtime monitoring, Early Warning function, automated process, online access.
Time- and site independent evaluation, reliable data, low maintenance, easy integration.
Artificial Intelligence aided classification, deep learning.
Data specification by taxon and pieces per liter and per measurement.
Direct measurement without tedious sample preparation.
Standardized measurements.
Comfortable, state-of-the-art working conditions.
Easy tracking, archiving, data share.
Digital report upon one click.
Time, cost, labour saving process.
Teachable system with ever growing database.

www.waterscope.hu
WEBGARDEN KFT.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
SkyDream is a service of WebGarden Limited, which is a good way of marketing for Hotels, Restaurants, Cafe shops, Casinos and all kinds of Touristic attractions.
SkyDream is a complex service aimed at sharing and promoting mesmerizing landscapes, sunsets and sunrises, desert, oceans, forests and all tantalizing parts that our beautiful earth with live video stream and daily time lapses.
SkyDream Team provides the hardware, server and marketing tools allowing you to share your beautiful tourist destination with the rest of the world and your potential clients.
With our solution the live video stream and time lapse will be available on desktop computers, tablets and smart phones. This solution can bring monthly 3-9.000 unique visitors to your website which are potential guests.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Webcam, live stream and daily time lapse for touristic spots.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
We combine the webcam live streaming with unique marketing solution for touristic spots. Very cost-effective online marketing combined with technology and hardware.

www.skydream.com
ROBOROBO

SHORT INTRODUCTION
Our team has been developing bots ever since the introduction of Messenger Chatbots. RoboRobo is a pioneer of the world of chatbots in Hungary. We constantly research which fields could benefit from this technology. We make our bots through a creative and quality assured process. We create everything individually from research through the designing phase up to the tools we use to design and develop chatbots.

PRODUCT/SERVICE/SOLUTION
Customer service chatbot, a timetable application, race information or any unique idea.

USP (UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION)/COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Chatbots are great because they can be used through a messaging app without additional installation or registration, they can organically spread through users lightning fast and they grant you the benefits of a GUI app and a chatbot all at once. You can stay in touch with your users even after they left the bot.

http://roborobo.tech/